
Phase one: what has happened to our World and Its People? 5/1/2019

You don’t know what you don’t know. Do you want to?

Statement:

What if I were to tell you in a few minutes that you have abundance of wealth waiting for you
now.

Q. You ask where, who and why

What if I didn’t tell you the history that was hidden by a few people and is about a Worldwide
Creditors Tribal Paramount Chief Flag which equals Kings Flag, of real money, backed by a
golden system, not by 3 agencies monitoring your credit as debt that needs to be paid back to
banks with interest or which is different than currency made out of nothing but thin air
creating national debt.

Q. what do you mean.

If you can take a few minutes to read and see the facts then I will explain, if not, when your
ready I will explain in this statement of facts for you to realize you’re a true creditor, direct
with the Flag now live worldwide if you want it on your Flag pole of your Native Country to
use as a Creditor.

Q. Will I get in trouble for treason? How do I get the money?

This Flag was and still is well known by people that hid it in the financials of the world which
affects everyone in everyday life though it may not seem like it. However, if you know that
always working to make more money and pay bills etc. is an enslavement system in
continuity forevermore with the currency’s around the world, especially the Federal Reserve
note (debt note) that can never be paid because it is fiat currency with not asset backing such
as gold. Also the Federal Reserve that issued that fiat currency they called money public and
private debt settlements was a fictional private Corporation to enslave humanity from Jekyll
Island which you can read about back in 1910 A.D. Just a private bunch of business men
conjuring up on how to conquer people and control over the world.

Now breathe and let that sink in for a few minutes.

Q. how could they do that?

Well in those times there was participation from 13 bloodline families for 1300 years to rule
the world’s and the people for control, and were of knowledge of this wealth and used it
against the people, once they had control over it was supposed to be used for the good, but
was like candy in a candy store and a great abundance of it. There was no stopping it, of



those and created many wars un-needed. We go into cycles planetary, 4 of them Iron, bronze,
silver and golden. You can look it up.

Q. can I do to help change to receive that credit and use the real money for my family and
friends and not ever have debt again.

Well the first step is to not take my word, do your research for yourself.

Q. Well I don’t have time for it.

Think of this, there is no time, for a day you have off. If you have a computer or go to library, I
will provide the links.

Q. How do I know the internet is correct what I research?

The most important thing is so look at your life on the financial side if you have loans, or
inheritance from family, and how you use it, is it a business that has to keep making the
currency so you don’t go broke, like once you spend it, and gone you have to keep making it
out of thin air but by your energy (work) to keep in survival mode? This inheritance will last
from this Flag for basically forever, there is no shortage of anything.

Q. ok so if I own a business, home cars, offices etc.. How can I use this wealth not as a debt
but credit with this Creditors Flag, because they system is still the same with the agencies
telling me I’m worthy or not to get loans or I have or haven’t paid my bills. What if I stopped
paying them once I carried the flag with me or on my house, will the government arrest or
battle against me and take everything.

As of now, we need the masses of people around the world to keep in there mindset, that,
since this flag was hidden from them intentionally to control and conquer their everyday lives
and not knowing that was being done, only a small percentage of the people are aware of the
Flag and know that this is one of the pieces of the freedom from slavery as debtors, that is
why let’s say Washington D. C. Incorporated, as controllers with other entities like the
Vatican and City of London Companies each a 10 mile square, Rulers and others, you can say,
want to stay in control. So we have change now as Mr. Donald Trump Vice Admiral under the
Queen’s Victoria, and Elizabeth II as a Military arm for Britain U.K. was hijacked after a
Emperor King back in 1830 to 1837 that in 1834 had that flag worldwide 250 Countries to use
for the common people for Commerce and protection by the Navy on the Sea, to stop people
(pirates) to go onto other people’s land and steal, just about everything from them with
force. Once the King Which was King William 4th the Conquer, and had a Trust of all the
Wealth in the World all Consolidated into the Flag under the Kings Bench Magistrate Court of
the Chiefs, to do trading with the Flag as it is part of the flag as well.

Ok now take another few minutes to let that be a reality for you in our modern day lives.

Q. I still say that was then, who is going to enforce this. I am a little fearful of this since only a
few know this.



I know, until you know the full weight of how they used it against everyone and made
currency off of all of us through interest rates and taxes and only went into their pockets for
thousands of years, you have to ask yourself, why do I need to keep creating for others like
companies 9-5 or whatever hours for them or even your own business and doing well at the
moment. But still need to keep paying for your lively hood to someone else. It was fashioned
that way by fictional laws that don’t apply to you but in reality they do because of Private
Law Companies, like Attorneys police sheriff’s and courts that are all private fictional but use
that against you cause they have made it that way with Presidents like Nixon to take us off
the gold standard and JKF got shot for it trying to go back on it, which would take down the
Federal Reserve private Company (group of 300) Worldwide. They said if you control the
money (which it was not) you control the world, they did until now.

Q. Who is going to do this and who is the controller now of this?

In the background the good guys in the military’s , leaders of Countries that are being put in
place now, have known of this for many decades but was to huge, there had to be a perfect
plan to reverse this, and there is one man that got all of the documentation from another
with all of the truth, about this flag and how also to participate in this reversal of debt,
deception etc.. His name is Hoani John Wanoa. I will put the link for you and his videos.
However, it may take you quite a bit of time to read and know the information is correct. This
is why they burned down the City of London about 400 years ago to hid all the documents
that one man preserved and only gave John Wanoa them You can call him a common man of
Real Authority, in commerce Surrogate King John Wanoa of Easter Island naval to the planet.
You can read about it on the drop down list of Allodial Title to all lands in the World and Why.

All that I have said, it is about the land and how these entities of fiction used the Natives
people’s land, by way of this flag as pirates, (pirates of the Caribbean) to commit criminal
atrocities in the whole world that is unimaginable to most. So we won’t go there unless you
want.

Q. We are common people right have we always been, and if so why hasn’t this been stopped
already.

Is the news going to tell about this flag?

Like I said it was so massive it affected everything we do a a species on this planet, and kept
is in a program of computers and on autopilot. Right now behind the scenes there are a
number of indictments against these 13 family bloodlines and many others that refuse to
change in the Corporate Governments of Fiction, because the Military and other Alliances
now of most all Countries have joined to bring our Commonwealth to the people through
varies means, one of them is the Swiss Indo of all the hundreds of families good or bad
consolidated too with the gold reserved and the worlds trust that JFK was to bring out.



However, the Flag Consolidated over all of that, and forevermore. So there are a few other
things going on like NESARA and GESARA, eliminating the debt in the world and Trump is
using the Flag to do just that, and bring people out of poverty and enslavement by a debt
system forever, and know full well what the flag is and represents. So, with writing him
several times and my position that the Surrogate King John Wanoa as given me, It looks like
we are on track to take our real rightful places (each one of use) in this world of great change
will be done, without wars and System change of prosperity through out all that was
mentioned above.

Now take a moment to breathe close your eyes and clear all of your pre-thoughts of what you
learned in the past of loans and all of that stuff. Relax….come back to this in 30 mins, it will
be short.

……..breathe relax……..breathe relax……..LOVE Heart connection, everything is ok….breathe….

Here are links and the flag for now. Phase two will be out shortly as we are working on a King
of England to take his rightful place for the Common People of the World and few other
things needs to happen. You can print and give this out to anyone. We are all in the together
for Freedom, way overdue.

www.moaipowerhouse.com go to Magistrate and drop down list as well.

www.swissindo.com

www.operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com.

Present forerunners for change:

John Wanoa : Surrogate King of Commerce/ New Zealand/Judgment debtor, and much more

Jaymie Ann Stewart Patrick: tied to the flag etc./ New Zealand

Jackie little Gordon : Scotland /tied to Freemason old land titles to the world.

Moyra Hoffmann, tied to all of this, had correct map of where all of the true history
happened.

Matt Taylor, U.K Moai Party “Political”

Forerunners of potential Kings of England:

Jeffery Foley, could take King of England title

Greg Hallett, could take King of England title

Earnest Augustus 5th, reigning Monarch could reestablish the King of England Title



Daryl Arthur Payan I (King Arthur I ) of America. Ambassador, Secretary of State (dual
Government) Land Patent Agent, and Sheriff 8 point Star Badge with the Flag of the Kings
Bench Court Authority, and Native Magistrate Court Authority(tribal) with the Kings Acts
(Laws) to New Zealand, Britain U. K. , Northern Ireland, Scotland.

Andy Divine/ moderator, people’s connections, Countries Connections, native from U.K.

Interviewer, bringing everything together in a peaceful manner. Participator donor and share
member financially for the Kings Bench and Flag and to be land Title holder of land and
wealth, with Moaipowerhouse Group limited # Membership, and financial administrator.

12 Trustees to be named soon, almost done to replace the 3 other head Trustees of Private
interests only like Queen Elizabeth II of all the inheritance of Moai Crown King William 4th
Trust Consolidation.

Thank you, share freely!

Author

Daryl Arthur Payan I

____________________________________________________________________________

Phase two: what has happened to our World and Its People? 5/1/2019

You don’t know what you don’t know. Do you want to?

Statement:

Q. Why is there a Child Care Protective Services, and why don’t the parent/s mostly win in
court to get them back, or transferred to relatives fit to take care of them. Usually when
parents can’t get along mostly because of money issues, a lack of that creates separation?

There are many reasons, partly at first to keep the children safe, but was infiltrated by bad
actors in Fictional Government, and figured they could use children as a money maker by
their bond (birth certificate) for their own financial gain, also do your research if the intent
for the CPS was first created just for that and only that, or was it made for more than that.

In experience with a lady that fought for children in these CPS and court cases and won over
1000 of them, as a regular individual of the ongoing way the CPS system works in not really
what anyone thinks when just in the United States approx., 800,000 children now go missing.
However, that is coming to a halt with the military and Mr. Trump at the Wheel as a matter of
speaking. Now it is really hard to take what is the real reason and many won’t get it because
it is un-imaginable to most, but others in the system as employees of this are doing the



“kidnapping” yes “kidnapping, and many things that go along with why, where, how and for
what. It is the worst, and is being disclosed softly. Now you may or may not believe it, but the
facts are out in the U.K. “Parliament”, Italy “Vatican”, USA Hollywood and D.C.  , E.U.
Germany and basically worldwide, for Private Royals and Elite running it all with a
computerized system along with the Courts, Bar Association, Police, Sheriffs, democrats and
republicans alike, and the 3 letter agencies, like FBI, CIA and others in which has been so
deeps called the deep state “swamp” is now being drained now. It has been mentioned by
Trump but the Democrats that run their side of the underground pedophilia and Killing of
these beautiful children of ours, yours is denying it so they won’t get caught. It is too late.
This is why agencies like NSA “National Security Agency USA and Prism U.K. was set up to
data collections was made years back to trace all people worldwide on their actions and
monitored through devices like computers and cell phones, land lines google pics and other
various means. Therefore when the right time to take out this corruption of the deep state
etc. the good guys worldwide would have the leverage to indict them under the currency
statues codes and titles they made up long ago laws of fiction, because there was no money,
but a make believe economy and used human trafficking to make believe they have been
doing it for your/our own good. Some of the CPS was not all bad because people were doing
so much harm to their selves and others by drugs and other things like mind control by
frequencies to alter the state of mind, wifi cell phones and cell towers, so people couldn’t
think right, as if they were the problem, but altered the correct good nature of people. TV
was basically the beginning of it on a massive scale, and before was the Press.

Q. wow ok, that make me sick to my stomach. Why didn’t we know this was wrong and what
else did or are they doing to our children, how long will this take where the whole system and
these bad actors will go to jail or eliminated.

That has been ongoing behind the scene in indictments and tribunals under the military
control of the codes, titles and statues for now until we get the common law fully activated
worldwide, also in the back ground people have been waiting for 40 years to transition to
that. Many others are being contacted by the Gov. agencies of good to step up to represent
the common laws, however the abolishment of the old system is so huge, there is going to be
another system in place soon to reverse it all back to the peoples courts and hopefully will all
be Tribal and State Run Jails instead of Private Jails that most didn’t know about, to make
money by your birh certificate bond set up by the Vatican, hospitals separating your parents
and have a  registrar taking place of that unity by marriage licence and certificate another
money fiat maker for them. See how they made your mother go back to her maiden name on
it, that made the children (bastardized) in their fictional world, and made it a law under the
Vatican’s law of holy SEE not Sea of the ocean, but of your pineal gland connected to your
heart consciousness state of mind in your heart that is why its so heart wrenching to hear
about all of this. They knew it would kill the average human and separate the world of love,
of a couple and children. When the Pope  “Francis” did a Motu Proprio, in 2013 it was to hide
all the laws they made like Civil, Cannon, and their fake admiralty SEE not Sea laws, but John



Wanoa caught them out, because the Flag is Admiralty and land at the same time to stop
anyone to cross over into a Jurisdiction of each, so left the Lands and Sea Lawless for a while,
but was not law of the common peoples anyways, but tricked people of faith (alien) to their
own Vessel (body) Belief (faith) and Spirit (connection to source) to rip them away like dang if
I do dang if I don’t give them money at the alter because they tricked you that they were your
savor and only through them you could be saved for eternal life. “State Capture” is how they
did it with the alliance of the fraud fictional Governance or Governments, Making the illusion
that their laws were for you. Now some were good for people to behave but they cause the
problem and they said they have remedy to fix it only if you do what they say.

Q. Why wasn’t there some people in the churches like the Arch Bishops, Priests, or Popes
there to stop this craziness?

Because it was an old energy of the race called the Anunaki and there were bad ones that
controlled the matrix and invented it, didn’t really care about humans, only wanted to use
them and get rid of them. The Vatican was even scared of them that is why they made the
Lucifer telescope for return of the Anunaki humanities father. So it was a power play of
control and who could win here on the planet. It goes way back 500,000 years ago. So whom
would you think could stop it, we the people good one are, just took a long time to do it with
other races in alliance with benevolence to help us rescue us from ourselves in a matter of
speaking.

Q. why didn’t they teach this in school about all of this.

Well the technology we have now, was given to us by off planet beings and are here to help
us with it. Because the first ones that discovered the tech by accident was the Germans so far
as we know and some like Tesla inventor used it, but was stolen and used against the people
so they hid the truths in the schooling system and wrote the curriculum for the wrong
reasons for about 100 years now. It wasn’t always like that when lots of history was still
available in text and other means.

Q. where is all of that info now.

Lots of it was stolen through wars, created by the military complex run by the Vatican,
because of offerings at the church you paid for and through taxes you paid for and used
against you by special secrete projects such as space programs and just about everything you
can think of to confuse the population that it was real and for your best interests. Furthest
from the truth. Kevin Annett “Itcc” Exposed lots of this over several years in Canada “Kanada”
run by the Queen and Vatican, etc. .

Q. this is flat out crazy again I must say. I can’t really take anymore until I see with my own
eyes these beings or killed or jailed. I feel like throwing up. I am crying too.

Yes you have nerves all throughout your body and is a System king of like electrical wires
being shorted out with water and fire at the same time. They know this. That is why they



were so hidden in plain sight, and lied about everything and knew how to zap your system
and click off the ticker your “heart battery” in a matter of speaking. It is as dark and deep as
you one can go. So breathe now and go play for a while so you can re-adjust your electrical
system of your own benevolent hear love of passion and creation. You are here and very
much loved and always will be, remember that you are in control of your thoughts no matter
what. Were upon the greatest change humanity has ever known!

Ok now phase two is completed up to this point, and new information that aligned with us as
creators is on fast track.

I love you!

Author of Phase 2,

Daryl Arthur Payan I

______________________________________________________________________________

Phase Three: what has happened to our World and Its People? 5/03/2019

You don’t know what you don’t know. Do you want to?

Statement:

Q. How do we go about being free worldwide, and who will lead?

This Flag Represents Free Passage throughout the World. It was that way before. (1834) But
Washington D.C. Freemasons got a hold of that too, by hiding the Flag and registering lands in
Virginia all States in America, that document is now missing, also by creating the land titles in
Edinburg Scotland filtering them down. Most all Countries registered as a Company of fiction
to control them as well. Statues, Codes and Titles were also under Control in the Supreme
Court in D.C. however using the laws from England to almost all Counties filtered through
Washington D.C. and Australia, because Queen Victoria was from there, as a strong hold held
in New Zealand as a Safe Haven offshore account of the Wealth from her Uncle King William
4th and Queen Elizabeth 2nd from Europe using the Safe Haven as well , and she wasn’t even
the correct bloodline, no coronation and a Lisbon treaty was done as well. Research that.
(Rothchild Family (retards) fashioned the Fake Queen Elizabeth II, the real fake one is said to
have died and was posted on BBC news then taken off Quickly) the one that is walking
around now. So they made U.S. Passports as if you lived in Washington D.C. a Corporation of
fiction, their Jurisdiction. There are more like World passports etc., as time went along.
However, back in the Lincoln Era of fakery, he let the slaves go but said come to Washington



to become a CITIZEN making them slaves once again, and gave them work on the plantations.
We are common people of the land, and can actually say I am a Californion 1820, the correct
name. Or Oregonian. Realizing the history first at least a portion is important, and were all
smart and can us 100% of our brain anytime.

We are gathering whistleblowers in all agencies of Corporate Government whether in the
military or any position under that control system. IT IS A SYSTEM, LIKE OUR BEING IS A
SYSTEM WITH NERVES, and HEART BLOOD FLOW AND MEMORY CURCUITS running all the
time. As above in Phase two we (the People) are going to petition which King of England will
take over with John Wanoa, by way of either War Veterans in alignment of the Navy ond or
Military with the Sheriff, to enforce the Kings Bench Court Native Magistrate Courts on what
the Juries decide on the Criminals faith, that will be at hand shortly, 2 hour court cases, with
Judgement Debtor confiscation, consolidation and liquidation of all the wealth they stolen of
yours by pirating all that they have done, one by one and bill each 1 Trillion Pounds with the
native pound note of the two chiefs on it, from New Zealand and taking over a property that
is called Cook St. leaving off the names of the rightful native owners to the land. The Moai
Statue is the title to the lands to the whole world, the Kings never stolen the real Moai
Statues off of the natives lands of Easter Island, back with they were alive, but when King
William 4th died the Queen took the statues off the land of Easter Island the naval to the
World and placed them all over like City of London Private Company, Washington D.C. and
other places like as if they has a title of their own to rule the World with the Statue Title, with
the Freemasons , Rothschilds (thieves) and Vatican (popes) and tricked the world out of your
inheritance, but made each man woman and child a debt slave, for all their private interests.
Still ongoing but a rapid halt with the good men and woman of the world, whether never
seen or live in the new governments being set up now. That is why Mr. Trump is going with
the Flag in the background, and America into common law soon, but needs us to finish this so
all of the Statues, titles and codes can be eliminated once and for all. If they don’t there will
be a world of hurt believe me. Hope that gives you enough for Phase 3. So stand up for your
New but Old Flag to the World, because it will stop all wars, and poverty, and an abundance
of Wealth for you and your loved ones!!!! The time is now!!! You can do it!!!

F.E.A.R.  False evidence that appears real, you are the creator of your own reality.

This Flag and Real Moai Land Title will do just that. We can try or not. Up to each individual to
make the greatest shift on this planet ever and forevermore. We can get it right the first time
by the masses of the awakening. The controllers knew it would attack OUR SYSTEM DEEP!
BREATHE AND BREATHE!! Now you know the basics.

There is a lot of good news that I will release in phase four

5 MIN. LAUGH video Practice this: https://youtu.be/-HJG63EXCmw

KAREN HUDES: WHISTLE BLOWER OF THE WORLD BANK video: https://youtu.be/0sd4Z3RTyLA



However she does not have the control over a Surrogate King of Commerce to do
anything, John Wanoa Caught her out.

____________________________________________________________________________

Phase Four: what has happened to our World and Its People? 5/03/2019

You don’t know what you don’t know. Do you want to?

Statement:

This is some of the good news, if you don’t know how many have been working on this to
happen and how long, it’s been over 40 years, and millions.

Some did not make it to see this, but bless them and their families. It is for the Greater Good
for all, and should and will prop up the Untied Tribal Flag in due course, as we transition into
a credit based economy around the world.



https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2019/05/restored-republic-via-gcr-as-of-may-
3.html

We still need to go forward with the Flag of Safety by protection from the Navy etc. is the
black boarder around the blue of the Sea, is to keep satin out of the Waters. (Pirates)

Here is the other good news.

Holographic Med Beds

Heals everything in minutes and can re-age you, regrow limbs , teeth etc..

https://youtu.be/fmMcOWO13dg

Food Replicators

https://youtu.be/g1n3T1S63a0

Ok that is it for this phase CHEERS!!!

Author

Daryl Arthur Payan I

_____________________________________________________________________________

Phase Five: what has happened to our World and Its People? 5/03/2019

You don’t know what you don’t know. Do you want to?

Statement:

Get the Flag, Fly it on Your Property and on Your Shirt, the Natives in Africa (kids) are even
awake about the Flag, flying it and happy too, so what is your hold up? Mr. Trump made a
statement, if you have the American Flag on Your property, the Government in America
might take it. Wow !

https://www.theflagshop.co.nz/index.php/united-tribes-of-new-zealand-1834-heavy-duty-0-
9-x-1-8-m.html

https://www.ebay.com/itm/pins-pin-badge-pins-metal-epoxy-with-pliers-butterfly-flag-
maori-plain-
tribe/223331670996?_trkparms=aid%3D111001%26algo%3DREC.SEED%26ao%3D1%26asc%3
D20131017132637%26meid%3Dbc0fac252f0d45bea5768c9b320ce982%26pid%3D100033%26
rk%3D1%26rkt%3D2%26sd%3D223331670996%26itm%3D223331670996&_trksid=p2045573.
c100033.m2042

Author: Daryl Arthur Payan I



Phase Six: what has happened to our World and Its People? 5/04/2019

You don’t know what you don’t know. Do you want to?

Statement:

Key People at this point to Bring People of the World together, Peace, Prosperity, Love and
Harmony. Moai Says, No Guns, No Sin. (https://www.facebook.com/hoanijohnwanoa) and
over 90 facebook sites. Surrogate King Hoani John Wanoa of Commerce and Native Land Title
Owner to the Planet!

Daryl Arthur Payan I (King Arthur I) of America. Ambassador, Secretary of State (dual
Government) Land Patent Agent, and Sheriff 8 point Star Badge with the Flag of the Kings
Bench Court Authority, and Native Magistrate Court Authority (tribal) with the Kings Acts
(Laws) to New Zealand, Britain U. K., Northern Ireland, Scotland with a Private Contract
www.Moaipowerhousse.com holding the Flag, Contract with King John Wanoa signed sealed
and delivered. No body’s Business, but the Kings Common people of the Planet.

https://www.facebook.com/daryl.payan.7

See the links
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a7c544_f707fac9525c46739b1db397f22cd554.pdfhttps://doc
s.wixstatic.com/ugd/a7c544_d73c24c61860459cab7cd3afd72658ac.pdf



Potential King of England, Greg Hallett, upcoming!
(https://www.facebook.com/princeofnewspain)

This is in the U.K. (Left side, Africa Right Side), and shows that it is higher that Vice Admiral
Trump (America), even without the Gold Fringe on the Flag, it is still has no land Jurisdiction,
fabricated for private interests, not of the Kings Common People. All flags flying on Counties
homes shirts poles etc. are Maritime Pirates of the Sea Jurisdiction, the top Flag is both, the
only one and hidden for 193 years, but live if you want it. STOP THE PIRATES!

Author

Daryl Arthur Payan I




